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Gin
Tanqueray

Four times distilled with four botanicals - juniper, coriander, angelica and liquorice;
this award winning gin is a bold spirit, worthy of its red seal and 180 years of
distilling excellence.

Tanqueray Sevilla Gin

Smooth bitter sweet orange to mid palate. Gin character comes in mid-palate and
follows through in the aftertaste.

Malfy Gin Con Limone

Malfy Gin con limone has aromas of zesty citrus with a background of juniper.
Lemon zing, with long complex finish, deliciously refreshing. Infused with Italian
juniper and 8 botanicals, including sfusato lemons from the Amalfi Coast, the best
in the world.

Malfy Gin Rosa

This bright delicious gin is like no other. The taste is juicy fresh grapefruit, with a
rich long juniper finish. Enjoy this colourful burst of Italian sunshine on the rocks or
with tonic.

Malfy Gin Con Arancia

Blood Orange peels sourced from Sicily are the key botanical - their rich red colour
develops from cool Mediterranean nights. The blood orange peels are steeped in
alcohol and pressed in a basket press. The infusion is then blended with juniper
and other botanicals.

Sipsmith Lemon Drizzle Gin

This recipe takes a classic London Dry backbone and layers on sweet, sun-dried
lemon peels.

Warner Edwards Rhubarb

Voluptuous on the palate with a sweet and tangy royal rhubarb explosion
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Warner Edwards Elderflower

A beautifully balanced gin that is smooth, sweet and delicately fragrant with
summer elderflower

Burleigh’s Signature

The signature London dry is distilled with 11 of the world’s finest botanicals
including silver birch, dandelion, burdock, elderflower and iris. Incredibly smooth
and balanced, it is perfect for a classic gin and tonic with a wedge of freshly cut
grapefruit.

Burleigh’s Pink Edition
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Master distiller Jamie Baxter was inspired to create this floral, delicately sweet gin
after a visit to Tokyo. With preserved Japanese cherry blossom, hibiscus, rose and
pink grapefruit added to Burleigh’s London Dry recipe, Pink Edition is soft, smooth
and very easy drinking.

Burleigh’s Blue

Distilled with botanicals and flavours steeped in the history of Leicestershire food
and drink. Making use of thyme, sage, nutmeg and mace. Leicester Dry Gin is a
well-balanced spiced gin, pair with a lemon wheel and fresh thyme for the perfect
gin and tonic.

Death's Door

A fantastic American Gin for all your Martini needs. Death's Door Gin is made with
a base spirit of wheat from Washington Island and malted barley from Wisconsin,
as well as a small selection of botanicals (juniper, coriander and fennel), and is
bottled at a robust 47% ABV. Big but balanced notes of all three botanicals appear
clear as day, carried on a clean, creamy spirit.

Nordes Atlantic Galician Gin

Nordes Gin takes its name from the north-westerly wind which signals the arrival
of good weather in Galicia. The Gin is created through a unique distillation
process using Albarino grapes and 12 herbal botanicals, 6 wild Atlantic ones and 6
overseas varieties.

Hendrick's

Made with infusions of cucumber and rose petals for a wonderfully refreshing Gin
with a delightful floral aroma.

Bombay Sapphire

The unique taste of Bombay Sapphire is created through the vapour infusion
process. The 10 precious botanicals used in our gin are held separate from the
spirit in perforated copper baskets, and when the heated vapours rise, the
distinctive flavour of the botanicals are released. The result? A complex aromatic
liquid that delivers a broader, more balanced flavour.

Boe Violet Gin

The addition of violets creates a stylish gin with a light, delicate taste and beautiful
colour and aroma.

Gin
Brooklyn Gin

Brooklyn Gin is handcrafted, one batch at a time using artisan methods with fresh
hand-cut citrus peels and hand-cracked juniper berries.

Gordon's Pink Gin

Gordon’s Pink gin balances the refreshing taste of Gordon’s with the natural
sweetness of strawberry and raspberry with the tang of redcurrant.

Brockmans

Bulgarian coriander is a key ingredient in Brockmans, it has an aromatic, almost
gingery orange flavour, which marries beautifully with the softer, more rounded
harmonies of blueberries and blackberries. This inspired combination, together
with the dry, bitter-sweet peel of Murcian oranges, prolong the deeper tones and
serve to give Brockmans its intensely smooth, beautiful taste.

Whitley Neill Rhubarb & Ginger Gin

The essence of rhubarb adds a tart crisp edge to the smooth English Gin base,
whilst the ginger extract warms the palate for a full bodied finish.

Fatty’s Organic Gin

100% organic award-winning London Dry Gin. Fatty’s dill infusedLondon Dry Gin is
made to the finest organic standards using only the finest organic grain and
botanicals, carefully selected from around the world. Fatty’s creates a soft, full
flavoured explosion landing on the front of the palate, before melting slowly away
to leave a crisp, refreshing finish.

Williams Chase Pink Grapefruit Gin

Floral and zesty, a wave of tartness hits your tongue first, followed by a juicy kick
of grapefruit peel. Subtle hints of juniper round out the flavour.

Chase Sloe & Mulberry
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Wild Hedgerow sloe berries from Herefordshire and the ultimate forgotten fruit,
mulberries, are gently macerated in GB Gin and then Oak aged in Rhône Valley
red wine casks.

Rum

Captain Morgan Original
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A blend of pot still and continuous still Rums from Jamaica, Guyana & Barbados.
Aged in oak for a dark, full-bodied colour and distinctive rich taste that are
unmistakable.

Captain Morgan Spiced

A secret blend of premium Caribbean Rums, mellow spice and other natural
flavours. It gets its distinct richness and amber colour from ageing the Rum in
charred white oak barrels.

Kraken Black Spiced

Chocolate sweetness & vanilla mingle with cinnamon, clove, ginger & orange, a
warming finish with rich vanilla & coffee and slight pepper.

Havana Club Especial

A blend of old and young Rums that results in a rich, warm gold-coloured Rum. Its
character combines the lightness of white Rums and the robust aroma of dark
Rums.

Barti Ddu

A blend of white rums from Trinidad and Tobago ‘spiced’ with creamy vanilla,
subtle clove, ginger and hints of citrus.

Pampero Especial

This golden rum is a blend of column still rums, with an aroma that will seduce
those susceptible to serious sweetness.

El Dorado 15YO

A medium depth of gold, it has a full nose packed with dark coffee, candied
orange, almonds, dark chocolate, pepper and rich vanilla.

Dead Man's Fingers

On the nose, there’s the signature vanilla notes and deep toffee tones one would
associate with other spiced rums
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